
Introduction. Motivation: make ICRF system compatible with W wall on  by antenna design development. In between  strategy is used utilizing low-Z materials in antenna vicinity
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Summary

Broad-limiter antenna (2011-2013).  Comparison with original antenna.
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a1 and a2 (because of 
  3dB hybrids). This limits power to 0.5 MW per antenna.

RF power: measure 

  lower threshold of gas injection rate  ΓD2 when W accumulation starts

ΓD2 for a4  

ΓD2 normalized) show

  consistently lower ∆cW for a4 

 
  global effect not very large [6]
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Implementation of 3 dB hybrid scheme
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µm coating of boron on graphite, 
  only on side limiters of antennas a1 and a2 replaced

a1 a2

limiters are responsible for at least half of rise of cW in plasma (wide parameter range) 

 
  broad limiter antenna, antenna limiters are responsible for more than 2/3 of c

W
 rise 

limiters allowed easier ICRF operation and confirmed the dominant role 
  of antenna limiters on W source during ICRF  

Modified two-strap ICRF antenna with broad-limiters and narrow straps: 

- more stable operation at low deuterium rate; 

- smaller rise of W concentration in the plasma during ICRF; 

- smaller rise of sputtering yield measured at the antenna limiters.  

 

ASDEX Upgrade progress with ICRF system shows that antenna design develop-

ment is the way to make ICRF compatible with a full-W wall. Two antennas with a new 

three-strap design are planned for 2013 to minimize antenna near fields to further improve 

the W compatibility. 

 

Boron-coated antenna side limiters: 

- confirmed dominant role of antenna limiters as W sources in ASDEX Upgrade; 

- along with broad-limiter antenna allowed multiple ITER-relevant experiments with 

  ICRF power and W wall. 

 

limiters have previously been confirmed [4] as 
  main contributors to W production during ICRF
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